The article considers negative effects of mechanical oscillations of a fuselage on the flying machine autopilot. The dynamic model of control system of flight is made which provides stability and compensates the mechanical oscillations arising in flight of flying machine with the autopilot.
Introduction
Autopilot comprises closed loop systems providing control about one or more of the flying machine's (FM) primary axes (roll, pitch and yaw). The function of an autopilot is to provide a means of automatically controlling an FM thus relieving the pilot from the manual tasks of flying the FM for long periods. With the autopilot engaged, the pilot selects the required flight conditions and monitors the functioning of the autopilot in achieving the tasks. Autopilots employ closed loop control systems which sense deviations from steady flight and apply corrections via the flying controls to the rate of deviation [1] [2] .
Carried out researches when air speed of flying machine (FM) changes the occurrence of mechanical oscillations on fuselage is considered to be one of the disadvantages while solving operational tasks in flight performed on autopilot [3] .
Proposed Approach
Among these mechanical oscillations the first harmonic is the most effective. Recurrence of this harmonic is rather small, but its amplitude is quite big. To eliminate this problem stabilizing gyrocompass was used on FM with autopilot, and the system of automated control of FM stabilized by gyrocompass was developed [4] . The block diagramme of such control system is shown in Figure 1 . Transfer functions of links of the block diagramme [5] are resulted as following. Taking into consideration the first harmonic of mechanical oscillations arising during flight transfer function of the FM can be written down in the following form:
Part of the block diagramme in Figure 1 , concerning to this transfer function is shaded. The transfer function of the rudder is:
The transfer function of stabilizing gyroscope which is dampering mechanical oscillations arising in a fuselage is:
Transfer function of a gyroscope defining a course is:
Transfer functions of the correcting devices are:
Transfer functions of the amplifier is:
For formation of the closed-loop system the following equation is used:
Transfer function of the converter is:
In Figure 1 is shown the scheme of automatic control of the FM with the autopilot. Using transfer functions of elements it is possible to write down the general transfer function concerning the simplified block diagramme.
To receive the general transfer function we must accept some simplifications [3] : 
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Equation (16) expresses dynamic model of a flight control which provides stability and compensates mechanical oscillations arising during flight of the FM with the autopilot.
The compensating system works as in parallel connected proof-reader to a fuselage. After synthesis of a regulator of the most compensating system it turns to an inertial element of the first order:
Numerical Results
On the basis of approximate data and calculations the structural model of the FM with compensating system in MATLAB program environment is made [4] 
Conclusion
A control strategy has been proposed to stabilize the FM at autonomous hovering. Some values of amplitude arising oscillations can be kept without connection of compensating system. It is necessary to reduce a target 
